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Imagine a theme park with no visible queues.  A park where the retail, food and 
beverage, guest service and attraction components harmoniously blend into one 
unique narrative, a singular guest experience.  It has been discussed in various 
forms, but never attained.  Operations folks balk at the notion of this kind of 
park.  How would a park work without lines?  What food cart exists anywhere 
that isn’t always a food cart?  How can a store selling t-shirts and souvenir sipper 
cups be more contextually accurate than a themed one?  Who’s going to figure all 
this out? 
 
Imagine a new kind of theme park.  The seamless theme park.  The park has no 
guidebook!  (“Chaos!” the operator exclaims.)  It has no visible queues 
(“Impossible!  People will be flowing into the streets.  It’ll be anarchy!”).  There 
are no food carts (“How will people grab an impromptu snack?”), no 
informational guides to act as liaisons between the guest and the experience 
(“With no guidebook, how will people know where to go?  What to do?  Who’s 
going to direct them?”).  There are no attraction signs, no show time signs.   
 
What kind of place is this?  It wouldn’t work.  Couldn’t work.  It really would be 
chaos.  Really?  
 
Let’s imagine another place for a moment.  Guests can move freely from one 
experience to another.  If they must queue in order to participate in an experience 
it’s totally contextual to the experience.  The queue is a natural extension of the 
experience, not there to facilitate the ease of operations.  Ride vehicles are 
controlled by the guests and are accessible at any time and virtually anywhere.  
They’re trackless, controlled by the guest.  Simple wayfinding guides guests 
from place to place, but once at their destination they are not spoon fed 
directions or instructions.  They must navigate the experience on their own, 
discovering through exploration and trial and error their way through it.   



 
Once again, the operational people would tell you it’s impossible.  Ride 
engineers would shudder at the sheer chaos of the vehicle system.  Life safety 
consultants would merely shake their heads.  Yet this concept exists, 
successfully, in thousands of locations around the world.  They’ve been 
“operated” successfully for hundreds, if not thousands, of years.  The concept?  
Your local neighborhood.  Your village, town or city. 
 
Walt Disney was a genius because he wanted to take a less-than-satisfactory 
experience – going to a local amusement park – and turn it into an extraordinary 
experience by exerting an extraordinary amount of quality control into the 
product.  From the aesthetic of the park to the operations, a consistency of guest 
experience and a vision for quality, diverse, unique offerings ruled the 
development of Disneyland.  Military operations personnel were hired to bring 
the rigors of operational planning to this new thing called a theme park.  The 
formula for success has been refined and refined and refined, with experts 
coming from that universe to exert their knowledge onto other developments. 
 
But there’s another way.  Note, I did not say a better way.  These systems and 
processes and procedures are all necessary and required to create a truly 
remarkable, totally controlled and utterly defined guest experience that is not 
only good, but great.  But most of these parks are operated by the same people or 
companies that pioneered and then trained their replacements.  They have 
millions – if not billions – of dollars of infrastructure already in place.  Altering 
their model for the guest experience from what they have today is virtually 
impossible.  The seamless theme park can only happen in a situation of ground-
up development – starting from scratch.  Additionally, the notion of the seamless 
theme park could not have truly happened until recently.   
 
I do not eschew the principals, disciplines, procedures and models that have 
been developed thus far.  I’m not suggesting this concept of the seamless theme 
park ignore any of those lessons.  In fact, I’m supporting the notion of all those 
decades of development and learning and taking them to another plateau, a 



plateau almost impossible for the major operators to create because it can only be 
achieved from whole cloth, from scratch.  Technology now allows us to deliver 
the seamless theme park. 


